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VC

Specializing in creative advertising

and products .

Media

Marketing Development

Imagination is the beginning of creation
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About us
We providing services like , and

We helps you find the best solution for you and your product.

Our mission is to help your business transform into productive, and innovative design

elements.

We are available for consultation by

Product Design Branding, Packaging Design, Space Design

Digital Design (UI/UX).

Phone, Email, Whatapp, facebook, and IN PERSON.
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Our Client2
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www.indoparkir.com www.rajavector.com

Raja SolusiParkirParkir.com

It's a privileged to work with our client, and becoming part of their

business. We offer guidance, support and direction at every inch of

product journey.



Design3

Our complete media solutions that focus on making lasting

impressions through effective media communication. Whether it is

graphics, ads layout or packing design, our works drive people to

action.

we offer our clients advertising solutions that are not only visually

beautiful, but also increase the sales.



Motion design4

With this video presentation, potential customers in a few minutes of

seeing and hearing you, will understand why they should choose no one

but you.

Our clients will be able to explain their strength and superiority to the audience in a simple and

understandable language through a video presentation.



Product Design5

We ensure that our design performs well and is eventually

profitable for our customer. Because great product springs from

intensive research to gain complete understanding of the need that

product will fulfil.

engineer



3Ddesign6
Our designers will inspire you and providing interior and exterior for the

your private or commercial workplace. We understand that the design has to work as a

functional and cost effective.

With an acurate commercial awareness, we will create functional working environments

that enhance and promote your business’s objectives and its culture.

Design Solutions

INTERIOR / EXTERIOR DESIGN
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THANK YOU!


